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Abstract

Self-supervised methods have shown remarkable
progress in learning high-level semantics and low-level
temporal correspondence. Building on these results,
we take one step further and explore the possibility of
integrating these two features to enhance object-centric
representations. Our preliminary experiments indicate
that query slot attention can extract different semantic
components from the RGB feature map, while random
sampling based slot attention can exploit temporal cor-
respondence cues between frames to assist instance
identification. Motivated by this, we propose a novel
semantic-aware masked slot attention on top of the fused
semantic features and correspondence maps. It comprises
two slot attention stages with a set of shared learnable
Gaussian distributions. In the first stage, we use the
mean vectors as slot initialization to decompose potential
semantics and generate semantic segmentation masks
through iterative attention. In the second stage, for each
semantics, we randomly sample slots from the correspond-
ing Gaussian distribution and perform masked feature
aggregation within the semantic area to exploit temporal
correspondence patterns for instance identification. We
adopt semantic- and instance-level temporal consistency as
self-supervision to encourage temporally coherent object-
centric representations. Our model effectively identifies
multiple object instances with semantic structure, reaching
promising results on unsupervised video object discovery.
Furthermore, we achieve state-of-the-art performance
on dense label propagation tasks, demonstrating the
potential for object-centric analysis. The code is released
at https://github.com/shvdiwnkozbw/SMTC.

1. Introduction
As one of the fundamental cognitive capabilities, human

beings easily distinguish different objects, establish visual
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(a) Query slot attention on semantic feature.

(b) Random sampling slot attention on correspondence map.

Figure 1. Fig. 1(a) presents the results of query slot attention on
top of the RGB feature map. It successfully decomposes different
semantics, e.g., camels and fence. Fig. 1(b) visualizes the corre-
spondence map after PCA dimensionality reduction, showing that
different instances have different correspondence patterns. And
the slot attention with random sampling coarsely distinguishes two
camels with some redundant borders. Best viewed in color.

correspondence and perform object-centric analysis from
temporally continuous observations. This ability can be at-
tributed to two indispensable visual mechanisms: high-level
semantic discrimination as well as low-level temporal corre-
spondence, which enable humans to effectively understand
and interact with the world.

Motivated by this, computer vision researchers equip
machines with these capacities to enhance object-centric
perception [79, 60, 34]. To achieve this goal, early works
rely on human annotations or weak supervision to per-
ceive object semantics [60, 63, 13], identify geometric po-
sitions [39, 71, 31, 91], and establish temporal correspon-
dence [41, 79, 75, 77], but their generalization ability is
limited. Recently, there emerge a host of fully unsuper-
vised methods to learn robust representations for seman-
tic discrimination [14, 38, 33, 70, 29, 37, 12] or spatio-
temporal correspondence [44, 81, 86, 55, 52, 43], which
achieve promising performance. Given this encouraging re-
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sult, we naturally come up with a question: Is it possible
to jointly leverage the semantics and correspondence to dis-
cover object instances and distill object-centric representa-
tions without human annotations?

Regarding this problem, our intuition is that the high-
level semantics delineates meaningful foreground areas in
a top-down manner, while when looking into more frames,
the low-level correspondence temporally associates coher-
ent objects and separates individual instances in a bottom-
up fashion. For instance, in a football scene, the seman-
tic cue differentiates the foreground that includes several
players, while the temporal correspondence links distinct
players through dynamic movements and geometric rela-
tionships. These two aspects collectively contribute to
object-centric representations. Unfortunately, most of the
existing works only concentrate on one of these features.
[14, 38, 33, 70, 82] succeed in developing high-level se-
mantics, but this abstract semantics alone is insufficient to
distinguish instances. Whereas, [44, 81, 78, 55] excel in de-
tailed correspondence, but lack semantic structure and re-
sult in redundancy and ambiguity.

In this paper, we propose a new architecture, Seman-
tics Meets Temporal Correspondence (SMTC), to jointly
leverage semantics and temporal correspondence to dis-
till object-centric representations from RGB sequences.
Specifically, we first extract frame-wise visual features
as the semantic representation. Then we calculate dense
feature correlations between adjacent frames as the cor-
respondence map which encodes temporal relationships.
To mine the object-centric knowledge, we take inspiration
from [59, 88, 50, 25], and investigate using different for-
mulations of slot attention on them. The preliminary ex-
periments show that the original slot attention with ran-
dom sampling on RGB feature map suffers from complex
scene components in real-world videos [59, 72], but the re-
vised query slot attention [88, 46] can decompose differ-
ent semantic components as shown in Fig. 1(a). As for
the correspondence map, different objects present diverse
temporal correspondence patterns. Comparing to semantic
features, these patterns reveal low-level geometric relation-
ships, which are comparatively simple but vary with specific
scenes. Hence, query slot attention fails but the random
sampling based formulation performs surprisingly well as
shown in Fig. 1(b), coarsely separating different object ar-
eas with some redundant borders.

Motivated by this, we develop semantic-aware masked
slot attention, which comprises a set of Gaussian distribu-
tions with learnable mean and standard deviation vectors,
on top of the fused semantic and correspondence represen-
tations. The intuition is that the mean vectors could rep-
resent potential semantic centers, which act similarly to
the query slot attention to separate semantic components.
While the deviation vectors introduce perturbations around

the semantic centers to capture distinct temporal correspon-
dence patterns of different instances. Technically, we for-
mulate two slot attention stages to achieve this goal. Firstly,
we use the mean vectors as slot initialization to generate
semantic segmentation masks. Secondly, for each seman-
tics, we randomly sample slot vectors from the Gaussian
distribution, then perform iterative attention and masked
aggregation within the corresponding semantic mask area
to distinguish instances. We enforce temporal consistency
on the semantic masks as well as object instance slots to
enhance temporal coherency and refine object-centric rep-
resentations. Comparing with existing works on object-
centric learning in videos [25, 50, 88, 84], our model is free
of pre-computed motion or depth prior, and explicitly iden-
tifies multiple objects with semantic structure.

In summary, our contributions are: (1) We propose a
novel self-supervised architecture that unifies semantic dis-
crimination and temporal correspondence to distill object-
centric representations in videos. (2) We demonstrate that
simple feature correlation can effectively represent tem-
poral correspondence cues when used in conjunction with
semantic features. Building on this observation, we de-
velop semantic-aware masked slot attention, which oper-
ates on fused visual features and correspondence maps, to
distinguish multiple object instances with semantic struc-
ture without relying on motion or depth priors. (3) We
achieve promising results on unsupervised object discovery
in both single and multiple object scenarios, and reach state-
of-the-art performance on label propagation tasks, demon-
strating that we learn discriminative and temporally consis-
tent object-centric representations.

2. Related Work
Unsupervised Object Discovery is an essential process
to formulate object-centric representations, which aims to
identify objects without human annotations. There exist a
series of works focusing on this problem [59, 32, 26, 27,
28, 7]. Typically, [59] develops slot attention to iteratively
update latent object representations from random initial-
izations but it has difficulty scaling to complex real-world
scenes. To tackle this challenge, [72] employs feature re-
construction as objective to reduce redundancy, [46] devel-
ops query slot initialization to encode visual concepts. Fur-
ther, a line of works extend object discovery to video do-
main [50, 48, 17, 5, 88]. Most of them build on slot atten-
tion architecture, and adopt extra pre-computed priors, e.g.,
optical flow [88, 84, 16, 21], depth [25], geometric posi-
tions [50], as input or supervision to assist object discovery.
In our work, we find that the simple feature correlation pro-
vides informative temporal cues. And we develop semantic-
aware masked slot attention to identify object instances with
semantic structure without resorting to extra priors.
Self-supervised Representation Learning aims to learn
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Figure 2. An overview of our framework. We first extract frame-wise features and calculate dense feature correlation, then fuse them to pass
through semantic-aware masked slot attention, which comprises two slot attention stages with N shared learnable Gaussian distributions.
In the first semantic slot attention stage, the mean vectors serve as slot initialization to generate a set of segmentation masks for semantic
decomposition. In the second masked slot attention stage, which runs on N semantics in parallel, we randomly sample slots from the
Gaussian distribution of each semantics and perform masked feature aggregation within the semantic area to identify distinct instances. We
enforce semantic and instance temporal consistency to train the architecture in a teacher-student manner, with the teacher marked in gray.

robust representation without human annotations. Early
works design various pretext tasks to generate pseudo la-
bels as self-supervision [49, 30, 47, 10, 1, 62]. Later, con-
trastive learning with instance discrimination revolutionized
the field [38, 14, 70, 29, 35, 83, 65, 42, 11, 20, 3, 68, 35, 36,
69, 19, 22]. These works generally contribute to general se-
mantics but lack the ability to distill object-centric represen-
tations. To delve into this problem, [82, 85] preserve spatial
sensitivity and perform contrastive learning on dense fea-
tures. [86, 12] point out that semantic pre-training implic-
itly encodes object correspondence. While in our work, we
learn to explicitly identify different objects with instance-
level consistency to progressively refine object-centric rep-
resentations.

Self-supervised Correspondence is a fundamental prob-
lem in computer vision [55, 78, 81, 80]. Typical works rely
on low-level statistics like color to generate the dense corre-
spondence flow [51, 52, 78], or establish temporal cycles to
track image regions [81, 44, 6]. Further, [43, 86, 12] incor-
porate correspondence learning with semantic discrimina-
tion, but they either regard correspondence as a side effect
of semantic discrimination [86, 12] or independently learn
two pathway features with late fusion [43]. Among these
works, high-level semantics is not well utilized, and there
exists high redundancy due to large background areas. In
contrast, our method explicitly separates semantic compo-
nents to alleviate redundancy and formulate instance-level
correspondence from an object-centric perspective.

3. Method

Our framework is shown in Fig. 2, which adopts a
teacher-student structure similar to recent self-supervised
methods [38, 12, 33]. Specifically, we first extract frame-
wise features from an RGB sequence, and calculate dense
feature correlation as temporal correspondence representa-
tions. After that, we fuse them to pass through semantic-
aware masked slot attention to separate multiple object in-
stances with semantic structure, and enforce temporal con-
sistency to refine the object-centric representations.

3.1. Feature Encoding

Given a RGB sequence v = {I1, I2, ..., IT }, we employ
a shared visual encoder f to extract frame-wise features:

Ft = f(It) ∈ RHW×D, (1)

where H,W,D respectively denotes height, width and
channel dimension, t indicates frame index. For simplicity,
we omit the subscript indicating student or teacher pathway,
and use F̂ to denote teacher outputs. Intuitively, Ft con-
tains appearance and semantic cues in the input sequence,
and the next step is to formulate an effective representation
for the temporal correspondence cues. To do this, inspired
by the cost volume in motion estimation [24, 73, 74], we
calculate dense feature correlation to generate the temporal
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Feature Query Random

RGB 58.1 38.4
Correlation 21.5 56.3

Table 1. Preliminary results on RGB feature map and feature cor-
relation. ‘Query’ (‘Random’) denotes slot attention with query
(random sampling) initialization. We report IoU on DAVIS-2016.

correspondence map for each timestamp:

Ctj = FtF
T
j ∈ RHW×HW , (2)

where we randomly sample one frame index j ̸= t to com-
pute feature correlation. The channel activations of Ctj en-
code low-level geometric correlations between frame t and
j, which indicates potential partitions of different objects as
illustrated in Fig. 1(b).

To jointly leverage the semantic and correspondence
cues, we employ two linear transformation heads, hf and
hc, to respectively project Ft and Ctj to a shared D-
dimensional embedding space, which are then fused with
element-wise summation:

Rt = hf (Ft) + hc(Ctj) ∈ RHW×D. (3)

In this way, Rt simultaneously encodes semantic and tem-
poral correspondence information, serving as an intermedi-
ate feature for object-centric analysis.

3.2. Preliminary Experiments with Slot Attention

Given these representations, the next step is to formulate
effective ways to identify individual objects. To do this, we
take inspiration from slot attention [59, 50, 88, 46], which
employs a set of slot vectors to iteratively attend to specific
objects. Generally, there are two alternatives for slot ini-
tialization, random sampling from a Gaussian distribution
with learnable parameters µ, σ ∈ RD [59, 50] or directly
inheriting from a set of learnable queries [46, 88].

To investigate the effectiveness of these two formula-
tions, we conduct preliminary experiments on the semantic
feature Ft and correspondence map Ctj respectively. We
follow the settings in [72], using a frozen DINO pre-trained
ViT to extract visual feature and generate correspondence
map, on top of which we perform two kinds of slot attention.
We train and evaluate them on DAVIS-2016 dataset [66].
As indicated by Fig. 1 and Table. 1, we find that query
slot attention decomposes distinct semantic components on
Ft, while the original slot attention with random sampling
performs much worse and struggles in complex real-world
scenes. Conversely, query slot attention does not work on
the correspondence map, and random sampling initializa-
tion enables the model to effectively utilize the temporal
correspondence patterns in Ctj to distinguish instances. An
intuitive explanation into these observations is the RGB

features contain rich semantics and there exist consistent
patterns for similar objects. Slot attention with learnable
queries can capture inter-sample semantic patterns to iden-
tify objects. While random initialization fails to memo-
rize semantic patterns, thus resulting in worse performance.
In contrast, correspondence features reveal inter-frame ge-
ometric correlations, shown in Fig. 1(b), which vary with
specific scenes. There are no consistent patterns for similar
objects, so the learnable queries fail but random initializa-
tion works well to capture correspondence cues. The com-
plementarity between these two conditions motivates two-
stage slot attention design to combine the attributes of query
and random sampling initialization, thus better exploiting
the semantic and correspondence cues in Rt.

3.3. Semantic-aware Masked Slot Attention

We propose semantic-aware masked slot attention,
which comprises N Gaussian distributions with learnable
means µ = {µ1, µ2, ..., µN} ∈ RN×D and standard devi-
ations σ = {σ1, σ2, ..., σN} ∈ RN×D. With this design,
the mean vectors act similarly to the learnable queries, each
representing a potential semantic center. And the deviations
introduce perturbations around semantic centers to model
temporal correspondence patterns. To achieve this goal, we
employ two stages of iterative attention with shared learn-
able parameters. First, we use the mean vectors as slot ini-
tialization to decompose different semantics in the form of
segmentation. Second, we randomly sample slots from each
Gaussian distribution (µn, diag(σn)), and perform masked
aggregation within the corresponding semantic area to iden-
tify instances. The process is detailed as follows.
Semantic Decomposition. In the first stage, we directly
use µ without randomness as slot initialization S = µ ∈
RN×D. Then following the standard slot attention proce-
dure [59], we employ three linear transformation heads to
map S and Rt into Q ∈ RN×D,K, V ∈ RHW×D, and
iteratively calculate attention score and update slot repre-
sentations. Mathematically, we formulate each iteration as:

M := softmax(
1√
D
QKT , 0) ∈ RN×HW , (4)

A[n, i] :=
M [n, i]∑

l M [n, l] + ϵ
, A ∈ RN×HW , (5)

S := GRU(input = AV, states = S). (6)

Note that the slot attention weight M is normalized along
the query axis, and the weighted mean coefficient A is
employed to aggregate the value to update the slots. This
mechanism induces competition among slots and enforce
different slots to take over different semantic features. We
iterate this process for three times, and take the slot attention
weight (slot vectors) of the final iteration as the segmen-
tation mask (representation) for different semantic compo-
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nents. To avoid ambiguity in presentation, we denote them
asM ∈ RN×HW and S ∈ RN×D, where S[n] presents n-
th semantic center representation,M[n] indicates the prob-
ability that each pixel belongs to n-th semantics.
Instance Identification. Within each semantics, there
could exist multiple object instances. The Gaussian dis-
tributions we introduce help to distinguish them with tem-
poral correspondence cues. Specifically, in the second
stage, for each semantics, we randomly sample slots from
the Gaussian distribution, using the perturbations around
the semantic center to capture distinct temporal correspon-
dence patterns. For simplicity, we take the n-th seman-
tics as an example. First, we sample P vectors, S ∼
N (µn, diag(σn)) ∈ RP×D, as slot initialization to rep-
resent P potential instances. Next, we follow the first
stage formulation to respectively project S and Rt into
Q ∈ RP×D and K,V ∈ RHW×D, and obtain the attention
score M ∈ RP×HW . To preserve the semantic attributes
and discriminate correspondence cues, we perform masked
feature aggregation within the semantic mask areas. The
only mathematical difference in this process is the weighted
mean coefficient computation:

A[p, i] :=
M [p, i]M̃[n, i]∑

l M [p, l]M̃[n, l] + ϵ
, A ∈ RP×HW ,

M̃[n, i] = binarize(M[n, i], τ), M∈ RN×HW ,

(7)

where we use the n-th semantic mask M̃[n] ∈ {0, 1}HW

binarized with threshold τ to constrain the model to only
aggregate the visual features related to n-th semantics. And
we empirically find a comparatively large threshold τ = 0.5
helps to preserve object regions with clear semantics and
filter out background. The masked slot attention for all se-
mantics follows the same rule and is calculated in paral-
lel. Similarly, we iterate the process for three times, use
the final slot attention weight as the instance segmentation
masks, and take the final slot vectors as the object-centric
representationsO ∈ RN×P×D, where O[n, p] ∈ RD de-
notes the p-th potential object instance of n-th semantics. In
this way, our semantic-aware masked slot attention explic-
itly segments multiple instances with semantic structure.

3.4. Training

We use temporal consistency as self-supervision to opti-
mize semantic masksM and instance representations O.
Dense Semantic Alignment. Given the semantic mask
of each timestamp Mt ∈ RN×HW , as well as M̂t from
teacher pathway, we aim to align the spatially dense seman-
tic distributions across time. To achieve this, the first step
is to determine the corresponding patches between different
frames. Utilizing the feature correlation Ctj ∈ RHW×HW ,
which indicates dense feature similarity between times-
tamps t, j, we can infer patch-level correspondence from

this cue with optimal transport [11, 2, 58, 18]. Formally, we
take −Ĉtj from teacher pathway as cost matrix, and solve
the optimal transport strategy π∗

tj ∈ RHW×HW between
two uniform distributions to indicate patch correspondence:

min
πtj

HW∑
u=1

HW∑
v=1

−Ĉtj [u, v]πtj [u, v]

s.t.
HW∑
v=1

πtj [·, v] =
1

HW
1HW ,

HW∑
u=1

πtj [u, ·] =
1

HW
1HW ,

πtj [u, v] ≥ 0 u, v ∈ {1, 2, ...,HW},

(8)

where u, v denotes spatial index, 1HW is a HW -
dimensional vector of all ones. Note that it is feasible to
adopt other marginal distribution formulations with prior
knowledge, e.g., class-agnostic activation map [4], to facili-
tate training, with details discussed in Supplementary Mate-
rial. We employ Sinkhorn-Knopp algorithm [18] to obtain
the optimal transport matrix π∗

tj , and formulate the dense
semantic alignment objective in the form of cross entropy:

Lsem = −
T∑

t,j=1
t ̸=j

HW∑
u,v=1

N∑
n=1

π∗
tj [u, v]M̂j [n, v] logMt[n, u].

(9)

By minimizing the weighted sum of cross entropy, we
achieve temporally consistent semantic distributions among
corresponding spatial areas.
Semantic Mask Regularization. To encourage the seman-
tic centers to emphasize different visual contents and cover
diverse semantics, we apply a simple regularization toMt:

Lreg =
T∑

t=1

N∑
n,j=1
j ̸=n

Mt[n]
TMt[j]

∥Mt[n]∥2∥Mt[j]∥2
. (10)

This simple regularization suppresses the cosine similarity
between different semantic masks to avoid collapse.
Instance Representation Consistency. Apart from the se-
mantic distributions, it is necessary to ensure that the repre-
sentations of each object instance are temporally consistent.
Given the instance representations Ot ∈ RN×P×HW , as
well as Ôt from teacher pathway, we need to first match cor-
responding instances between different timestamps. For il-
lustration, considering n-th semantics of time t, j, we adopt
bipartite matching [9, 15] based on the cosine similarity be-
tweenOt[n] and Ôj [n] to generate one-to-one instance cor-
respondence, with the matching function denoted as ε(·).
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In this way, Ot[n, p] and Ôj [n, ε(p)] are considered as a
positive pair to be aligned. However, for each video, there
exists absent semantics and object occlusion such that the
number of visible object instances varies. Thus, there could
be redundant slots not attending to objects, and it is crucial
to filter out these invalid instance representations to reduce
distractions. Mathematically, for timestamp t, we introduce
It ∈ {0, 1}N×P as the valid instance indicator. For the p-th
instance of n-th semantics to be valid, two criteria must be
met: (1) The ratio of the n-th semantic area is above thresh-
old τ1 = 0.2 to filter out non-existing semantics; (2) The
instance representation is close to the semantic center rep-
resentation with cosine similarity larger than τ2 = 0.5 to
exclude redundant slots. The conditions are formulated as:

It[n, p] = 1⇔


1

HW

HW∑
u=1

M̃t[n, u] ≥ τ1,

cos(St[n],Ot[n, p]) ≥ τ2.

(11)

And Îj ∈ {0, 1}N×P is defined in the same manner. We use
a margin loss to encourage object detail consistency over
valid instance representations:

Lobj =

T∑
t,j=1
t̸=j

N∑
n=1

P∑
p=1

It[n, p]{

Îj [n, ε(p)]∥Ot[n, p]− Ôj [n, ε(p)]∥2

+

P∑
q=1

q ̸=ε(p)

relu(λ− ∥Ot[n, p]− Ôj [n, q]∥2)}

(12)

where λ is a margin hyper-parameter. Note that with the It
and Îj constraints, our formulation can handle object oc-
clusions which lead to varying number of visible instances
in different frames. By minimizing the margin loss, we en-
courage the model to distill discriminative and temporally
consistent object-centric representations.

Overall, we take the summation of three objectives for
training:

L = Lsem + Lobj + Lreg. (13)

The student pathway θ is updated with gradient descent, and
the teacher parameters θ̂ are updated with momentum as:

θ̂ ← mθ̂ + (1−m)θ, (14)

where m is momentum coefficient set to 0.999 in default.
This momentum update mechanism results in a slowly
evolving teacher network, which progressively distills ob-
ject knowledge, provides reliable self-supervision signals
and enables us to train semantic-aware masked slot attention
without relying on widely adopted reconstruction objective
in existing works [59, 50, 88, 84, 72, 46].

4. Experiments
4.1. Dataset

We train our model on YouTube-VOS [87], a challeng-
ing video dataset that contains multiple object instances of
distinct semantics in each video. We evaluate our method
on two lines of tasks: (1) Unsupervised object segmentation
on DAVIS-2016 [66], SegTrack-v2 [54], FMBS-59 [64] and
challenging multiple object segmentation on DAVIS-2017-
Unsupervised [8]. We respectively calculate the mean per
frame intersection over union (IoU) andJ&F on single and
multiple object discovery benchmarks. (2) Lable propaga-
tion tasks including semi-supervised video object segmen-
tation on DAVIS-2017 [67], human pose tracking on JH-
MDB [45], human part tracking on VIP [90]. We adopt the
same settings as [44, 43] and report standard J and F score
on DAVIS, probability of a correct pose (PCK) on JHMDB
and mean intersection over union (mIoU) on VIP.

4.2. Implementation Details

We sample T = 4 frames with frame rate FPS = 4 as
the input RGB sequence, where each frame is augmented
with random crop, horizontal flip and color jitter, and fi-
nally resized to 256 × 256. We adopt ViT-Small/16 [23]
and ResNet-50 [40] as the visual encoder, specified in
each experiment, to extract frame-wise features. Then for
semantic-aware masked slot attention, we set the number of
learnable Gaussian distributions to N = 16, the number of
instances of each semantics to P = 4 in default and use 3
iterations to update slot representations and attention maps.

In training, the visual encoder is initialized with
self-supervised pre-trained weights from DINO ViT-
Small/16 [12] or MoCo ResNet-50 [38]. We use AdamW
optimizer [61] with learning rate 2 × 10−4 for batch size
128 to update student parameters, and the teacher path-
way is updated in momentum. In inference, we employ
the same evaluation protocol as [44] to evaluate the tempo-
ral object correspondence performance on label propagation
tasks. And for object discovery, we maintain the valid in-
stances filtered with Eq. 11 as candidate objects. For single
object evaluation, we merge all candidate objects as fore-
ground areas to calculate IoU. For multiple object bench-
mark, we follow [8] to match ground-truth and our predic-
tions and report J&F score.

4.3. Comparison with State-of-the-art

Single Object Discovery. To measure our model’s ability
to decompose different objects, we first present the quantita-
tive results on single object discovery without post process-
ing (e.g., CRF, spectral clustering) in Table 2. Many exist-
ing works resort to optical flow [89, 53, 88, 84] or synthetic
data [84] as weak supervision to learn temporal dynam-
ics and generate semantic-agnostic segmentation masks for
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Model RGB Flow DAVIS ST-v2 FBMS

CIS [89] ✓ ✓ 71.5 62.5 63.5
AMD [57] ✓ ✗ 57.8 57.0 47.5
DINO [12] ✓ ✗ 52.3 46.5 50.3
SIMO [53] ✗ ✓ 67.8 62.0 -
MG [88] ✗ ✓ 68.3 58.6 53.1
OCLR [84] ✗ ✓ 72.1 67.6 65.4
GWM [16] ✓ ✓ 71.2 69.0 66.9

SMTC ✓ ✗ 71.8 69.3 68.4
SMTC† ✓ ✗ 70.8 68.4 66.5

Table 2. Quantitative results on single object discovery. We
compare per frame mean IoU on DAVIS-2016, SegTrack-v2 and
FBMS-59 without any post-processing. SMTC† denotes only with
first slot attention stage for semantic decomposition in inference.

Model Backbone J&F J F
DINOSAUR [72] ViT-S/16 21.4 19.2 23.7
SMTC ViT-S/16 40.5 36.4 44.6
SMTC ResNet-50 39.0 35.5 42.6

RVOS [76] ResNet-101 41.2 36.8 45.7
ProReduce [56] ResNet-101 68.3 65.0 71.6

Table 3. Quantitative results on multiple object discovery on
DAVIS-2017-Unsupervised. Gray denotes supervised training.

moving objects. DINO baseline [12] uses the self-attention
map from the last layer as an object segmentation mask.
While our method only relies on RGB frames and explic-
itly discriminates object semantics in a fully self-supervised
manner. From the comparison, we observe that our SMTC
with only semantic decomposition largely exceeds RGB-
only methods [12, 57] and comparable to optical flow-based
methods, and our formulation with instance identification
further improves the performance. This phenomenon indi-
cates that the learned semantic decomposition with tempo-
ral correspondence cues have the potential to substitute pre-
computed optical flow to guide single object segmentation.
Multiple Object Discovery. Most of the existing video seg-
mentation methods with fully unsupervised training cannot
explicitly distinguish multiple object instances. OCLR [84]
adopts layered flow representations to identify multiple ob-
jects on re-annotated DAVIS-2017-motion dataset, but it
cannot distinguish instances with common motion. On the
contrary, our method jointly utilizes semantics and tem-
poral correspondence to separate arbitrary object instances
on DAVIS-2017-Unsupervised benchmark. For fair com-
parison, we re-run DINOSAUR [72] on DAVIS-2017 with
5 slots as an unsupervised baseline. As presented in Ta-
ble 3, our method significantly outperforms DINOSAUR.
This is because our method explicitly decomposes different
semantics, exploits temporal correspondence among multi-
ple frames to distinguish instances and encourages instance-

level temporal consistency. While DINOSAUR is only su-
pervised with DINO feature reconstruction without consid-
ering temporal relationships and semantic discrimination.
Besides, our method is comparable with supervised baseline
RVOS [76], and the gap to supervised state-of-the-art [56] is
majorly due to human annotated masks as supervision lead-
ing to much more precise segmentation boundaries. This
conjecture can be demonstrated by Fig. 3, which also re-
veals that our model is able to learn discriminative object-
centric representations to separate different instances.
Label Propagation. Finally, we compare the performance
on label propagation tasks in Table 4 to validate the tempo-
ral consistency of our learned features. Though not specif-
ically designed for these tasks, our model achieves state-
of-the-art results on three benchmarks. The most related
work to our SMTC is SFC [43], which also utilizes both
high-level semantic and low-level correspondence. The dif-
ference is that SFC only employs late fusion to incorporate
these two cues in inference, while our model jointly exploits
semantics and temporal correspondence in training to iden-
tify object instances, perform instance-level alignment and
refine temporally consistent object-centric representations.

4.4. Ablation Study

We report IoU on DAVIS-2016, and J&F on DAVIS-
2017-Unsupervised for single and multiple object discov-
ery. Refer to Supplementary Material for more ablations.
Slot Attention Formulation. We compare the different for-
mulations of semantic-aware masked slot attention in Ta-
ble 5. With only the first slot attention stage, i.e., the ‘Se-
mantic’ part, the model cannot distinguish object instances
of the same semantics, thus the performance on multiple
object discovery drops significantly as indicated by Ours-B.
While with only the second stage, i.e., the ‘Instance’ part,
the performance on both single and multiple object segmen-
tation drops as indicated by Ours-C. This reveals that the
pre-computed semantic masks play an important role in al-
leviating interference in instance slot update and filtering
valid sample for instance-level alignment.
Number of Learnable Gaussian Distributions. Compar-
ing Ours-A, Ours-E and Ours-F in Table 5, we observe that
the performance improves when N increases since larger
N guides our model to distill more fine-grained semantics.
And we present an extreme setting with N = 1 in Ours-D,
where our formulation degenerates into the original slot at-
tention with random sampling from one Gaussian distribu-
tion [59]. Note that although Ours-C also has no access to
semantic masks, it still maintains the potential to discrim-
inate different semantics due to multiple learnable means.
Its superiority to Ours-D demonstrates the effectiveness of
semantic discrimination in object discovery.
Feature Usage. We explore using different feature input
to our semantic-aware masked slot attention in Table 6. We
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DAVIS JHMDB VIP

Model Backbone J&F J F PCK@0.1 PCK@0.2 mIoU

Supervised [40] ResNet-50 66.0 63.7 68.4 59.2 78.3 39.5
MoCo [38] ResNet-50 65.4 63.2 67.6 60.4 79.3 36.1
VFS [86] ResNet-50 68.9 66.5 71.3 60.9 80.7 43.2
DINO [12] ViT-S/16 61.8 60.2 63.4 45.4 75.2 37.9

TimeCycle [81] ResNet-50 40.7 41.9 39.4 57.7 78.5 28.9
UVC [55] ResNet-50 56.3 54.5 58.1 56.5 76.6 34.2
MAST [51] ResNet-18 65.5 63.3 67.6 - - -
CRW [44] ResNet-18 67.6 64.8 70.2 58.8 80.3 37.6
SFC [43] ResNet-18+ResNet-50 71.2 68.3 74.0 61.9 83.0 38.4

SMTC ViT-S/16 67.6 64.1 71.2 53.2 79.6 39.2
SMTC ResNet-50 73.0 69.4 76.6 62.5 84.1 38.8

Table 4. Quantitative results on label propagation tasks: semi-supervised video object segmentation on DAVIS-2017, pose tracking on
JHMDB, human part tracking on VIP. We present the backbone for comprehensive comparison, and report comparing results from [86, 43].

Model N Semantic Masked IoU J&F
Ours-A 16 ✓ ✓ 71.8 40.5

Ours-B 16 ✓ ✗ 66.4 24.5
Ours-C 16 ✗ ✓ 52.1 30.3

Ours-D 1 - ✓ 47.4 22.1
Ours-E 8 ✓ ✓ 68.4 37.9
Ours-F 32 ✓ ✓ 71.9 40.7

Table 5. Ablation studies on the number of learnable Gaussian dis-
tributions, and the formulation of semantic-aware masked slot at-
tention. ‘Semantic’ (‘Instance’) denotes the first (second) attention
stage for semantic decomposition (instance identification).

Feature Semantic Instance IoU J&F
Fused ✓ ✓ 71.8 40.5

RGB-
only

✓ ✓ 67.7 20.1
✓ ✗ 67.5 18.8
✗ ✓ 41.5 15.3

Correlation-
only

✓ ✓ 38.8 14.2
✓ ✗ 21.1 10.7
✗ ✓ 59.4 27.5

Table 6. Ablation studies on the feature usage. We compare differ-
ent slot attention formulations on different feature inputs.

observe that with RGB-only input, the ‘Semantic’ part guar-
antees satisfactory performance on single object discovery,
but performs poor on multiple object benchmarks even with
the ‘Instance’ part. This coincides with our intuition that it
is difficult to distinguish object instances with solely seman-
tic cues, instead we need to look into more frames and re-
sort to temporal correspondence. While for the correlation-
only input, the ‘Instance’ part coarsely segments objects and

Lsem Lreg Lobj IoU J&F
✓ ✗ ✗ 61.3 21.6
✓ ✓ ✗ 66.4 24.5
✗ ✗ ✓ 50.6 30.4
✓ ✓ ✓ 71.7 40.5

Table 7. Ablation studies on the learning objectives. We report the
results on DAVIS-2016 and DAVIS-2017-Unsuperivsed.

T FPS IoU J&F
2 4 65.4 36.9
4 2 66.3 37.7
4 4 71.8 40.5
8 4 71.9 40.8

Table 8. Ablation studies on the hyper-parameters of frame sam-
pling. We compare different number of frames per clip and differ-
ent FPS.

the ‘Semantic’ part exerts negative impact. This is because
the correspondence map contains little semantic informa-
tion, the semantic decomposition results in severe ambigu-
ity, thus impairing the performance.
Learning Objectives. We also present a comprehensive ab-
lation on the learning objectives in Table 7, where we report
single object discovery on DAVIS-2016 and multiple object
discovery results on DAVIS-2017-Unsupervised. From the
comparison, we observe that Lsem is fundamental to de-
compose object semantics, which demonstrates the neces-
sity of semantic decomposition in the first stage. Lreg also
leads to improvement by encouraging the learnable queries
to cover more diverse semantics. As for Lobj , this objec-
tive introduces instance-level alignment and significantly
enhances multiple object discovery performance on DAVIS-
2017-Unsupervised.
Frame Sampling. Another important thing in training is
the frame sampling procedure. The number of frames per
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Figure 3. Visualization of semantic and instance segmentation
map. The red boxes outline the ambiguous areas.
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Figure 4. Visualization of instance alignment. The arrows point
out the matched instances across time.

clip and sampling frame rate determines the temporal re-
ception field of our model. We compare different sampling
hyper-parameters in Table 8. The results indicate that it is
necessary to use large FPS to provide rich temporal dynam-
ics. And by setting comparatively large FPS, our model can
have access to more temporal information without introduc-
ing more frames, reaching a trade-off between performance
and efficiency.

4.5. Further Discussion

Visualization of Object Discovery. We visualize the our
semantic decomposition map and instance identification
map in Fig. 3, where the same color denotes the segmen-
tation mask of the same semantics. The visualization re-
veals that our method is able to distinguish multiple object
instances with semantic structure. For example, different
people belong to the same semantic center, and quadrupeds
such as dogs and pigs belong to another semantics. And
our model also separates different instances of the same se-
mantics, such as multiple persons and different pigs, with
minor ambiguity on small object part, e.g., pig legs, mobile
phones. Besides, we also visualize our instance-level align-
ment during training in Fig. 4. Our bipartite matching well
aligns the corresponding instances in different frames, and
the valid sample constraint of Eq. 11 effectively handles ob-
ject occlusion in videos. For example, when encountering
an occluded person instance, our method filters out the re-
dundant slots not attending to objects, only correlating valid
slots for robust instance-level alignment.
Limitation. Due to the lack of the human annotated seg-
mentation masks, our model faces challenges in generating
precise boundaries for each instance, particularly for small
objects. One potential solution is to incorporate multi-scale
feature pyramid to further improve dense perception. We
leave it in the future work. Despite this limitation, our work
effectively demonstrates the benefits of leveraging both se-
mantics and temporal correspondence to discover object in-
stances with semantic structure and distill discriminative

and temporally consistent object-centric representations.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we propose a novel self-supervised frame-

work jointly exploiting high-level semantics and low-level
temporal correspondence to enhance object-centric percep-
tion. Specifically, we represent semantic and temporal cor-
respondence cues using the RGB feature map and dense fea-
ture correlation, respectively. These cues are fused and fed
into semantic-aware masked slot attention which comprises
a set of learnable Gaussian distributions. This design allows
us to leverage the mean vectors as potential semantic cen-
ters for semantic decomposition, and use the perturbations
introduced by the standard deviation vectors around the se-
mantic centers to make use of the temporal correspondence
cues for instance identification. To distill discriminative and
temporally consistent object-centric representations, we de-
vise semantic- and instance-level alignment that is robust to
object occlusion as self-supervision. We demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of our model for object-centric analysis through
the state-of-the-art performance on label propagation tasks,
as well as the promising results on unsupervised object dis-
covery in both single and multiple object scenarios.
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